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Angular MIMO for Underwater Wireless

Optical Communications: Link Modelling and

Tracking

Abdallah S. Ghazy, Steve Hranilovic and Mohammad-Ali Khalighi

Abstract

Angular imaging multiple-input/multiple-output (A-MIMO) is investigated for short-range, high-

speed underwater wireless optical communications (UWOCs) where, unlike conventional imaging MIMO

(C-MIMO), data are transmitted in an angle rather than in space. In this approach, the strict requirements

of on-axis alignment and fixed channel length are relaxed. This technique also allows for simpler

estimation of the relative misalignment between the transmitter and the receiver from the received

image. For the first time, we derive a comprehensive model for the underwater A-MIMO link by taking

into account link misalignment, background noise, as well as seawater absorption and scattering. Power

distributions at the receiver are modeled by the angle-of-arrival (AoA) of the received signal on the

lens and its position-of-arrival (PoA) on the focal plane of the detector. We further propose and model

a tracked A-MIMO (TA-MIMO) system that maintains the alignment between the two ends of the link,

for which the distribution of the residual tracking error is calculated. The UWOC channel capacity is

then estimated for buoyed-to-fixed (B2F) (which has dominant angular misalignments) and mobile-to-

fixed (M2F) (which has dominant off-axis misalignment) communication scenarios. Numerical results

indicate that in the B2F scenario, A-MIMO is sensitive to angular misalignments; however, TA-MIMO

outperforms C-MIMO. In the case of M2F links, A-MIMO greatly outperforms C-MIMO when off-axis

misalignments are present. This work serves as a design guide to determine the selection of A-MIMO,

TA-MIMO or C-MIMO receivers depending on the misalignment conditions for a particular underwater

application.
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Index Terms

Underwater wireless optical communications, angular MIMO, link misalignment, scattering, channel

capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Underwater acoustic communication is an intrinsically low data-rate transmission technology,

offering communication speeds on the order of kilobits/second (kbps). Underwater wireless

optical communication (UWOC) is a promising candidate for high data-rate applications with

rates that can approach gigabits/second (Gbps) [1]–[4]. This technology takes advantage of the

directivity of optical beams, low energy consumption, and relatively small size transceivers

inherent to free-space optics. However, the capacity of UWOC links is in practice limited by

the high optical beam attenuation in seawater and the limited bandwidth of the opto-electronic

components [5], [6]. For overcoming these problems, among the available solutions, is using

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques. The MIMO system is implemented using

an array of emitters and detectors in the transmitter and receiver, respectively. By utilizing the

spatial degrees of freedom, the MIMO systems increase the system capacity and reduce the peak

of the transmitted optical power per the emitter. The reducing in the peak of the transmitted

power mitigates the non-linearity of the emitters and increases the eye-safety. However, using

MIMO architecture increase the complexity of the communication system, which is the cost of

the MIMO advantages [7], [8].

In atmospheric wireless optical communications links, imaging MIMO has been proposed for

high-speed short-range indoor applications [7]. A typical imaging MIMO configuration, termed

here conventional MIMO (C-MIMO), consists of an array of emitters and imaging receiver. In [9],

Zeng et al. evaluated the performance of imaging and non-imaging MIMO systems, showing the

potential of the former in reducing spatial inter-channel interference problems. However, imaging

MIMO systems require perfect alignment and compensation of changes in magnification due to

channel length variations [8]. Recently, a fixed-scale imaging MIMO architecture was proposed

in [10] for short-range indoor applications, with robustness against off-axis misalignment as well

as fixed magnification, independent of the channel length [10].

Comparatively, little work has been done on the investigation of MIMO approaches for high-

speed short range UWOC links [1]. In [11], a 2×2 non-imaging MIMO system was investigated

considering the impact of inter-channel interference. However, perfect alignment and a fixed
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channel length were assumed. In [12], the capacity of a buoy node was studied focusing on the

impact of misalignment induced by sea waves at different wind speeds. In a follow-up paper

[13], the capacity of a 3×2 non-imaging MIMO buoyed node was investigated under turbulence,

scattering and misalignment impairments. For underwater imaging MIMO systems, Li et al. [14]

showed the effect of inter-spacing between laser diodes (LDs) and photo-detectors (PDs) on the

performance of a 2× 2 imaging C-MIMO link over 2.4 m under perfect alignment conditions.

A common thread through these studies is that severe misalignment losses due to sea waves or

currents are identified as key impairments to C-MIMO UWOC links.

Recently, Xu et al. [15] and Ghazy et al. [16] applied the fixed-scale architecture of [10] to

UWOC links. In particular, the authors in [15] numerically quantified the bit-error rate (BER)

performance of the fixed scale MIMO system underwater over a 1 m range. In [16], Ghazy et

al. proposed angular MIMO (A-MIMO) using the architecture of the fixed-scale MIMO system.

There in, the capacity performance of (9 × 9) A-MIMO and C-MIMO systems are contrasted

under off-axis misalignment and variation of a channel length.

For the first time, we extend our work in [16] by deriving a comprehensive model and

presenting a design for short-range high-capacity underwater A-MIMO systems where data are

transmitted in angle rather than in space. Additionally, a tracking scheme is proposed and its

performance quantified using the unique features of the A-MIMO system to yield a tracked A-

MIMO (TA-MIMO) system. More specifically, in contrast to [15], [16], here we derive detailed

link modelling, which provides useful insight into the design of underwater A-MIMO and TA-

MIMO systems from both channel capacity and tracking perspectives. The main contributions

of this paper are summarized as follows:

• A comprehensive model for underwater A-MIMO links is derived considering both angle

of arrival (AoA) and position of arrival (PoA) distributions.

• Closed-form polar and azimuthal AoA distributions are derived for the central source at

on-axis alignment conditions.

• The derived equations for AoA distributions are verified through Monte Carlo numerical

ray tracing (MCNRT) simulations [17], [18].

• Based on the optical properties and geometry of the A-MIMO architecture, a new tracking

scheme is proposed and modelled, termed pointing-localization-tracking (PLT) scheme, and

its efficiency is demonstrated through numerical results.

• The distribution of the tracking residual errors (TRE) is calculated using MCNRT method
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a 3× 3 A-MIMO system with parameters given in Table I.

for the cases of a buoyed-to-fixed (B2F) communication model.

• For the case of B2F and mobile-to-fixed (M2F) communication scenarios, the average

capacity of a 49 × 49 link using A-MIMO, TA-MIMO, and C-MIMO techniques, are

contrasted.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the optical architecture

of an A-MIMO link and its intrinsic characteristics. Section III focuses on A-MIMO link

modelling, where AoA and PoA distributions are derived with closed-form expressions for

special cases. Section IV presents the capacity of A-MIMO and C-MIMO links under two

realistic B2F and M2F communication scenarios. In Section V, intrinsic localization features

of A-MIMO systems are demonstrated. A PLT scheme is proposed and TRE distributions are

computed using MCNRT. Afterwards, in Section VI, the numerical results on link modelling

are presented, and the capacity of A-MIMO, TA-MIMO, and C-MIMO links are contrasted for

the cases of clear and coastal seawaters. The paper concludes in Section VII with directions for

future work.

Notation: In this article, vectors and matrices are denoted by bold-face lower and upper-case

letters, respectively. Probability distribution functions are denoted by p(·). A Gaussian random

variable with zero mean and σ2 variance is denoted by N (0, σ2). Also, the complex conjugate

of G(·) is written as G∗(·).

II. ANGULAR MIMO

Imaging MIMO systems are well suited to high-speed short-range underwater applications

[14]–[16]. Practical examples of such links include buoys and autonomous underwater vehicles
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Fig. 2. Beam axes and orientations for the case of a misaligned 3×3 A-MIMO system. The definition of the different parameters

are provided in Table I.

(AUVs) as will be discussed in Section IV. C-MIMO systems require perfect alignment and a

fixed magnification between the two ends of the link, which is difficult to maintain in practice

[15], [16]. In the following, we present the key advantages of underwater A-MIMO systems that

relax these two key impairments of C-MIMO.

A. Description of A-MIMO Systems

Consider a general (Mt × Mr) A-MIMO structure. At the transmitter, Mt LDs are used,

arranged on a square array of (
√
Mt ×

√
Mt), with the spacing Dt between the centres of the

LDs. The centre of the mth
t LD, mt ∈ (1, 2, ...,Mt), is obtained by ẋmt = Dt (2 i− (

√
Mt + 1))

and ẏmt = Dt (2 j − (
√
Mt + 1)). Note that mt is related to {i, j} ∈ (1, 2, ...,

√
Mt) through

mt = (j + (i − 1)
√
Mt). Likewise, at the receiver, located at a nominal range of Lo, the Mr

PDs are arranged on a square array of (
√
Mr ×

√
Mr), with spacing Dr between their centers.

The centre of the mth
r PD, mr ∈ (1, 2, ...,Mr), is given by ẋmr = Dr (2 i − (

√
Mr + 1))

and ẏmr = Dr (2 j − (
√
Mr + 1)). Here, mr is related to {i, j} ∈ (1, 2, ...,

√
Mr) by mr =

(j + (i − 1)
√
Mr). Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the system architecture of a (3 × 3) A-MIMO

link for the two cases of perfectly-aligned and misaligned transmitter and receiver, respectively

(we have taken Mt = Mr = 3 just to simplify the illustration). The receiver axes (Xr, Yr, Zr)

are fixed at (0, 0, 0) and considered as reference. The considered transmitter axes (Xt, Yt, Zt)

are then either aligned or misaligned. The definition of the different parameters, angles, etc. are

summarized in Table I.
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At the transmitter, the LD array produces an image gt(ẋt, ẏt), where (ẋt,ẏt) is the position in

the plane of the LD array. Moreover, a convex lens (e.g., a Fresnel lens) with focal length ft

and diameter lt is placed at a distance dt from the array, where dt = ft. This lens collimates the

beam of the mth
t LD and transmits it in the direction of the unit vector ~emt , specified by polar

and azimuthal angles (θ̇mt ,φ̇mt), defined with respect to the transmitter axes. For instance, the

transmitted unit vector associated with the green LED is shown by a green arrow in Fig. 1. In

the transmitter lens plane, each ray is sent from position (xt,yt,−Lo) according to the receiver

axes as shown in the figure.

At the receiver side, a convex lens with focal length fr and diameter lr is placed at distance

dr = fr from the PD array. The incident ray arrivals at position (xr,yr, 0) are shown in Fig. 1.

The lens receives each beam with direction along with the unit vector ~er, specified by polar and

azimuthal angles (θr,φr). Then, the lens projects the received image gr(ẋr, ẏr) on the PD array,

i.e., the (ẋr,ẏr) plane. For tracking purposes, each pixel (i.e., PD) in the array is oversampled by

a factor of D2
r/δ

2, where δ indicates the inter-spacing between the sub-pixels (i.e. sub-PDs). For

instance, as illustrated in Fig.1, the PD is oversampled by a factor of 4, using a 2 × 2 sub-PD

array. Such a PD is known as four-quad (F-Q) PD, commonly used for tracking purposes [19].

Consider Fig. 2 which illustrates the case of misaligned system. As shown, the transmitter

axes are shifted in three directions by ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z. Also, the orientation of the transmitter

axes are misaligned by three angles, namely, polar and azimuthal inclination angles (θin,φin) and

rotation angle φro. Notice that θin, φin and φro are the angles between axes Zt and Zr, rotation

around Zt, and rotation around Zr, respectively. This misalignment causes the basis of angle

measurements at the transmitter and at the receiver to differ. Thus, though ~emt is defined by

angles (θ̇mt ,φ̇mt) relative to the transmitter axes as shown in Fig. 1, and it is written as

~emt = ~xmt sin(θ̇mt) cos(φ̇mt) + ~ymt sin(θ̇mt) sin(φ̇mt)

+ ~zmt cos(θ̇mt),
(1)

~emt is also characterized by angles (θmt ,φmt) relative to the receiver axes as shown in Fig. 2,

and can be equivalently written as

~emt = ~xr sin(θmt) cos(φmt) + ~yr sin(θmt) sin(φmt)

+ ~zr cos(θmt),
(2)
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where (~xt, ~yt, ~zt) and (~xr, ~yr, ~zr) are the unit vectors relative to the axes of the transmitter

and the receiver, respectively. Similarly, the received direction vector can be expressed as

~er = ~xr sin(θr) cos(φr) + ~yr sin(θr) sin(φr) + ~zr cos(θr). (3)

B. Characteristics of Angular MIMO Systems

Though C-MIMO systems are similar to their A-MIMO counterparts in architecture, the col-

limating (i.e. convex) lens at the transmitter of A-MIMO greatly changes system characteristics.

In particular, in a C-MIMO system, the magnification 1 of the system will change with the range

of the link making the received image larger when the transmitter is close and smaller with it

is further away. The magnification for a C-MIMO architecture is given by [20]

MC =
fr

L− fr
, (4)

where L = Lo−∆z is the total channel length. In contrast to C-MIMO, A-MIMO systems have

a fixed magnification, given by [20]

MA =
fr
ft
. (5)

This fixed-magnification means that the scale of the received image is independent of the link

range, which is the first key advantage of A-MIMO systems.

A-MIMO systems can be viewed as transmitting data in the angular domain rather than in

space, which is termed space-to-angle mapping [10]. As indicated in Fig. 1, the transmitter lens

maps the beam of mth
t LD at position (ẋmt ,ẏmt) to associated polar and azimuthal transmitted

angles (θ̇mt , φ̇mt) as

θ̇mt = arctan
(√

ẋ2
mt + ẏ2

mt/ft
)
,

φ̇mt =


arccos

(
ẋmt/

√
ẋ2
mt + ẏ2

mt

)
, if ẏmt < 0 ,

arccos
(
ẋmt/

√
ẋ2
mt + ẏ2

mt

)
+ π, if ẏmt ≥ 0 .

(6)

1The magnification scale M is given by M := Ir
It

, where Ir and It are the length of the received and transmitted images,

respectively.
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TABLE I

A-MIMO LINK PARAMETERS

Mt Number of LDs at the transmitter.

Dt Inter spacing between centres of LDs.

dt Distance between LD array and the transmitter lens.

ft Focal length of the transmitter lens.

lt Diameter of the transmitter lens.

(ẋt, ẏt) Location in the plane of LD array relative

to the transmitter axis.

(ẋmt , ẏmt) Center of the mt
th LD.

gt(ẋt, ẏt) Transmitted image.

(xt, yt) Location of the ray on the transmit lens relative

to the link axis.

(θ̇mt , φ̇mt) Polar and azimuthal angles of the transmitted beam

associated with mt
th LD relative to the transmitter axis.

(θmt , φmt) Polar and azimuthal angles of the transmitted beams

associated with mt
th LD and relative to the link axis.

Mr Number of PDs at the receiver.

Dr Inter spacing between centres of PDs.

dr Distance between the PD array and the receiver lens.

fr Focal length of the receiver lens.

lr Diameter of the receiver lens.

(ẋr, ẏr) Location in the plane of PD array relative to the link axis.

(ẋmr , ẏmr ) Center of the mr
th PD.

δ Inter-spacing between sub-PDs in the PD.

gr(ẋr, ẏr) Received image.

(xr, yr) Arrival positions of the rays in the receiver side

relative to the link axis.

(θr, φr) Polar and azimuthal angles of the received beams relative

to the link axis.

Lo Nominal length of the link.

(∆x,∆y) Off-axis between the transmitter axis and the link axis.

∆z Variation in the channel length.

(θin, φin) Polar and azimuthal inclination angles of the transmitter

relative to the link axis.

φro Rotation angle of the transmitter around the Zt axis.
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Notice that all LDs that are located at the same distance from the centre have the same polar

transmitted angle but are distinguished by different azimuthal angles. Thus, the transmitter can

be viewed as sending Mt collimated beams to the receiver multiplexed spatially at Mt unique

polar and azimuthal angles.

The orientation misalignment causes launching angles (θ̇mt ,φ̇mt) and (θmt ,φmt) to differ. In this

case, for given (θin, φin, φro), angles (θmt ,φmt) are calculated from (θ̇mt ,φ̇mt) as follows: Let emt

be (3×1) vector, represented in (Xt, Yt, Zt) as emt=[sin(θ̇mt) cos(φ̇mt); sin(θ̇mt) sin(φ̇mt); cos(θ̇mt)].

Then, emt is rotated around (Yt, Xt, Zt) axes by three angles: θy = arcsin (cos(φin) sin(θin)),θx =

arcsin (sin(φin) sin(θin)/ cos(θy)) and θz = φro respectively. Thus, θmt and φmt are calculated

by

θmt = arccos ([0, 0, 1] Rz(θz) Rx(θx) Ry(θy) emt) ,

φmt = arcsin

(
[0, 1, 0]

sin(θmt)
Rz(θz) Rx(θx) Ry(θy) emt

)
,

(7)

where Rz(θz), Rx(θx) and Ry(θy) are (3× 3) rotation matrices around (Zt, Xt, Yt) axes respec-

tively [21]. At the receiver, the angle-to-space mapping is done by the lens, which maps the

received collimated beams at angle (θr, φr) to the position (ẋr,ẏr) on the PD plane, see Fig. 1.

Using geometric optics and Eq. (6), the position (ẋr,ẏr) is obtained by

ẋr = fr tan(θr) cos(φr),

ẏr =


√

(fr tan(θr))
2 − ẋ2

r, if 0 ≤ φr ≤ π,

−
√

(fr tan(θr))
2 − ẋ2

r, if π ≤ φr ≤ 2 π.

(8)

Notice that, in case of perfect orientation (i.e., θ̇mt = θmt , φ̇mt = φmt), the space-to-angle

mapping makes A-MIMO links resilient to shifting of the transmitter axes (i.e., ∆x, ∆y, ∆z).

These affine translations of the transmitter relative to the receiver do not change the angle of

reception and thus the received image is unaffected. This is the second key advantage of the

A-MIMO over C-MIMO architecture. In practice, this advantage of A-MIMO links is limited by

transceiver design constraints. Indeed, the performance of A-MIMO links is invariant to off-axis

and channel length variation as long as ∆2
x + ∆2

y � lr
2 and L < Lth are satisfied, respectively.

The channel length threshold Lth depends on the size of the PD array and lens parameters and

can be calculated by [16]
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Fig. 3. Beam scattering model for an A-MIMO link, under single scattering assumption.

Lth =
fr (lr + lt)

Dr

√
Mr

. (9)

In practice, the performance of A-MIMO links is degraded when L > Lth. To illustrate, consider

Fig. 1, if Lo is increased too much, the red and green beams will be truncated and not detected.

However, the central beam (in black) is received regardless of Lo. This process is termed window

truncation [10] by which the received image is truncated by a circular aperture. In practice, Lth

can be extended by increasing the transceiver size (e.g. fr, lr and lt) as given in Eq. (9) [16].

Thus, given this limitation of window truncation for long ranges, A-MIMO systems are best

suited to short-range applications.

In the case of orientation misalignment, i.e. θ̇mt 6= θmt , φ̇mt 6= φmt , the angles of the received

ray will be shifted relative to the receiver optical axis and thus the received image will also

be shifted. For example, the inclination by angles (θin, φin) and rotation by angle φro lead to

shifting and rotating of the received image, as shown in Fig. 2. An interesting point is that the

geometric optics relationships inherent to A-MIMO can be used to estimate the misalignment

parameters from the received image, as we will show in Section V.

III. UNDERWATER A-MIMO LINK MODELLING

In this section, a mathematical model is derived for an underwater A-MIMO link, taking

into account link misalignment, scattering, beam attenuation, and background noise. For beam

attenuation in seawater, we consider beam attenuation and single scattering, which is valid

for short-range, low-turbidity UWOC [22]–[24]. In the case of short-range communications
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considered here, it is reasonable to ignore the impact of turbulence since the variation in the

refractive index of the seawater is negligible. Also, due to the use of relatively large receive

apertures at the receiving side, aperture averaging will further reduce the impact of any turbulence

[25]. In the following analysis, the AoA distribution of the received signal is derived first. Then,

the probability density function (PDF) of PoA is obtained from the AoA PDF using the random

variable transformation (RVT) theory. Using the latter, the channel matrix and the received image

are calculated.

A. AoA Distribution

Figure 3 illustrates transmitter with displacement and disorientation with respect to the receiver.

Consider that the optical beam from the mt
th LD has the optical power Po with a Gaussian beam

profile [26]

Imt(xt, yt) = Io exp

(
−2 ((xt − xmt)2 + (yt − ymt)2)

w2
o

)
(10)

where wo and (xmt , ymt) are the beam waist and beam centre coordinates, respectively.

Moreover, the radius of the beam width on the transmitter lens is w = wo
√

(1 + λ dt/(π wo2))2

with λ being the wavelength. In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that wo � Dt, which

allows approximating the mt
th LD as a point-source at position (ẋmt , ẏmt).

Seawater impurities in underwater channels cause absorption and scattering of the transmitted

optical beam. The extinction ratio c = a + b and albedo coefficient W = b/c quantify the total

power loss and single scattering, respectively, where a and b are the absorption and scattering

coefficients, respectively [27]. Under a single scattering assumption, a transmitted ray is scattered

at most once during its propagation between the transmitter and the receiver. More precisely, a

ray sent in the direction ~emt , after propagating over a given distance, is attenuated and randomly

scattered to a new direction ~er, which can be divided into line-of-sight (LOS) and scattered

components, as shown in Fig. 3. For the LOS component, the amplitude of the optical ray is

attenuated according to the Beer-Lambert law, however, its direction is maintained (i.e., ~emt = ~er)

arriving at position (xor, y
o
r ) as shown in the figure. For the scattered component, scattering

leads to the likelihood of loss by a factor b/c. The likelihood of ray-impurity interaction2. after

2The ray-impurity interaction is either an absorption or scattering event. The absorption event results when ray losses all

energy (i.e. ray termination), while the scattering event occurs when the ray changes its direction (i.e. ray deflection) [28]
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propagating over a distance µ0, is modelled by an exponential PDF [22], [28]

pµ(µ0) = c exp(−c µ0). (11)

Upon scattering, a incindent ray arriving from the direction ~emt will have its direction ~er changed

randomly according to polar and azimuthal scattering angles (θs, φs). A common probabilistic

model for θs is given by [29]

pθs(θs) =
1− g2

4π(1 + g2 − 2g cos(θs))(3/2)
, g = cos(θs) (12)

where, the average cosine g depends on the seawater type. Also, azimuthal scattering angle is

typically described by the uniform PDF [30]

pφs(φs) =
1

2π
. (13)

For the given scattering angle (θs, φs), ~er is calculated from ~emt using Eq. (7), by replacing

the orientation misalignment angles (θin, φin, φro) by (θs, φs, 0) in the definitions of θx, θy, and

θz. After being scattered, the ray travels a distance µ1 in the direction ~er before arriving at the

receiver at the position (xsr, y
s
r), as shown in Fig. 3. The ray is effectively detected if PoA is

located within the receiver lens aperture. However, the ray may contribute to spatial inter-channel

interference (i.e. cross-talk) depending on which PD it is incident. Mathematically, a ray arriving

at position (xr, yr) is effectively received provided that (x2
r + y2

r) ≤ l2r/4. For the mt
th LD, the

corresponding geometric loss, denoted by Gmt , which takes the window truncation into account,

is given by

Gmt (xr, yr) =


1, if (x2

r + y2
r) ≤ l2r/4

0, otherwise.
(14)

In short-range, low-albedo waters (e.g., W = 0.053 in case of pure seawaters) the impact of

scattering is small [27]. Thus, the AoA PDF of the received power can be well approximated

by a linear combination of LOS components from each LD. For an (
√
Mt ×

√
Mt) LD array,

the AoA distribution of the received signal can be approximated as
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Pθr,φr(θr, φr) ≈
Mt∑
mt=1

exp

(
−Lc

cos(θmt)

)∫ xtp

xtn

∫ ytp

ytn

Imt(xt, yt)

×Gmt (xor, y
o
r) dyt dxt δ(θr − θmt , φr − φmt).

(15)

In Eq. (15), the exponential term is the path loss according to the Beer-Lambert law [30]. The

limits of the integrals are defined as: xtn = −lt/2 + ∆x, xtp = lt/2 + ∆x, ytn = −lt/2 + ∆y

and ytp = lt/2 + ∆y. The arrival position of the LOS ray is shown in Fig. 3, which it is

given by xor = xt + ∆x + L tan(θt) cos(φt), and yor = yt + ∆y + L tan(θt) sin(φt). Define

δ(θr − θmt , φr − φmt) as the Dirac-delta function, taking its non-zero value at the associated

launching angles. Note that for the case of relatively high-albedo seawaters, multiple scattering

can become significant, especially for relatively long-range links [22]. In the following analysis,

we consider only the LOS and single scattering components that dominate short-range links,

which allows a tractable mathematical analysis of the link misalignment.

In order to calculate the single scattering component, for a transmitted ray in direction ~emt

and scattered at point (xs, ys, zs) with scattering angle θs (see Fig. 3), we have [12]

xs = µ0 sin(θmt) cos(φmt), ys = µ0 sin(θmt) sin(φmt),

zs = −µ0 cos(θmt), θs = arccos (~emt .~er) .
(16)

The arrival position of the scattered ray (xsr, y
s
r , 0) in the receiving side is [12]

xsr = xt + ∆x + xs + µ1 sin(θr) cos(φr),

ysr = yt + ∆y + ys + µ1 sin(θr) sin(φr),

0 = Lo −∆z + zs − µ1 cos(θr).

(17)

Using Eqs. (10)-(17), the AoA distribution of LOS and scattering components is derived by

using a similar approach as in [22]. Accordingly, the AoA distribution of received signal from

the mth
t LD is given as
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Pθr,φr(θr, φr|θmt , φmt) =
∫ xtp

xtn

∫ ytp

ytn

Imt(xt, yt)

(
b

4π
×

pφs(φs) pθs(arccos (~emt .~er)) sin(arccos (~emt .~er))

×
∫ lµo

0
exp (−c µ0) exp (−c µ1) Gmt (xsr, y

s
r) dµ0

+ exp

(
−c L

cos(θmt)

)
× Gmt (xor, y

o
r) δ(θr − θmt , φr − φmt)

)

dyt dxt, (18)

where lµo = L/ cos(θmt) and Pθr,φr(θr, φr|θmt , φmt) has units of W/rad2. The first and the

second terms in Eq. (18) refer to the scattered and LOS components, respectively.

A simpler AoA expression can be derived from Eq. (18) assuming that the beam spot on

the transmitter lens is very small, i.e., w << lt, allowing the LD to be well approximated as

a single-ray source. For the central LD under perfect beam alignment (i.e., xt = yt = 0 and

∆x = ∆y = 0), Eq. (18) can be simplified as

Pθr,φr(θr, φr|θmt , φmt) =
Po b (1− g2) sin(arccos (~emt .~er))

8π2(1 + g2 − 2 g (~emt .~er))
3/2

× exp (−c L sec(θr)) (exp (ν f2(θr, φr))− exp(ν f1(θr, φr)))

c (cos(θmt) sec(θr)− 1)

+ Po exp

(
−c L

cos(θmt)

)
Gmt (xor, y

o
r) δ(θr − θmt , φr − φmt),

(19)

where ν = c (cos(θmt) sec(θr)− 1).

Integrating Eq. (19) over φr gives the polar AoA distribution as

Pθr(θr|θmt) = Po exp

(
−c L

cos(θmt)

)
Gmt (xor, y

o
r) δ(θr − θmt)

+
Po b (1− g2) sin(arccos (~emt .~er)) exp (−c L sec(θr))

8π2 c (1 + g2 − 2 g (~emt .~er))
3/2 (cos(θmt) sec(θr)− 1)

×
∫ 2π

0
(exp (ν f2(θr, φr))− exp(ν f1(θr, φr))) dφr.

(20)

In particular, for zero launching angle (i.e. θmt = 0), Eq. (20) is simplified as
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Pθr(θr|θmt = 0) =
Po b (1− g2) sin(θr) exp (−c L sec(θr))

c (sec(θr)− 1)(1 + g2 − 2 g cos(θr))3/2

1

4 π

(
exp

(
c

f2(θr)

(sec(θr)− 1)−1

)
− exp

(
c

f1(θr)

(sec(θr)− 1)−1

))

+ Po exp

(
−c L

cos(θmt)

)
Gmt (xor, y

o
r) δ(θr − θmt , φr − φmt).

(21)

Similarly, the azimuthal AoA distribution can be obtained from Eq. (19) as

Pφr(φr|θmt , φmt) =

Po

(
exp

(
−c L

cos(θmt)

)
Gmt (xor, y

o
r) δ(φr − φmt) +

b (1− g2)

8π2 c

∫ π/2

0

sin(arccos (~emt .~er)) exp (−c L sec(θr))

(1 + g2 − 2 g (~emt .~er))
3/2

×(exp (ν f2(θr, φr))− exp(ν f1(θr, φr)))

(cos(θmt) sec(θr)− 1)
dθr

)
. (22)

Equation (22) can be approximated in a closed-form using Eq. (21) for θmt = 0 as

Pφr(φr|θmt = 0) ≈ Po b exp(−c L)

11.63π c
×(

1.45× 103 −
2∑
i=1

ξi (Γ (γi, αi)− Γ (γi, βi))

+
2258.5√
c L

erf

√c L
2

arccot
(
c L

lr

)− erf

(√
c L

81.03

)
−7208

c lr

(
exp

(
−c lr
19.1

)
− exp

(
−c lr

4
arccot

(
2L

lr

))))
, (23)

where, the incomplete-gamma function Γ (γ, α) and the error function erf(u) are defined as:

Γ (γ, α) =
∫∞
α tγ−1 exp(−t) dt and erf(u) =

2√
π

∫ u
0 exp(−t2) dt. Also, the coefficients of

incomplete-gamma functions are defend as: ξ1 = −603.47 (c L)0.26, ξ2 = 76.07 (c lr)
0.52, γ1 =

−0.26, γ2 = −0.52, α1 = c l/2 (cot−1 (2L/lr))
2
, α2 = c lr/19.12, β1 = c L/114.6 and β2 =

c lr/4 cot−1 (2L/lr).

Notice that, though Eq. (18) is the exact distribution of the AOA, Eqs. (19)-(23) provide

simpler closed-forms, which are more convenient to use. Detailed proofs of Eqs. (19), (21) and

(23) are provided in Appendix A. In Section VI the accuracy of Eqs. (19-23) is verified using

MCNRT simulations.
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B. PoA Distribution

Recall that for A-MIMO systems, the receiver lens maps the AoA to a PoA on the focal plane

of the imaging receiver and onto the PD array. In order to simplify the derivation of PoA, the

field of view (FOV) of the PDs is assumed to be full angle 3, i.e., 180o. Thus, the received power

of PoA distribution from the mth
t LD is derived from Eqs. (18) and (8) as

Pẋr,ẏr(ẋr, ẏr|θmt , φmt) =
fr Pθr,φr(ẋr, ẏr|θmt , φmt)
(f 2
r + ẋ2

r + ẏ2
r)
√

(ẋ2
r + ẏ2

r)
, (24)

where the distribution is in units of W/m2. Also, the focal plane of the imaging receiver is

defined by the square region −
√
MrDr/2 ≤ {ẋr, ẏr} ≤

√
MrDr/2.

Using Eq. (24), the channel gain between the mth
t LD and the mth

r PD can be calculated as

hmr,mt(∆) =
1

Po

∫ xrp

xrn

∫ yrp

yrn

Pẋr,ẏr(ẋr, ẏr|θmt , φmt)dẏrdẋr, (25)

where ∆ := [θin;φin;φro; ∆x; ∆y; ∆z] is the (6 × 1) misalignment vector, and the limits of

the integral are defined as xrn = ẋmr − Dr/2, xrp = ẋmr + Dr/2, yrn = ẏmr − Dr/2 and

yrp = ẏmr +Dr/2. For an (Mt ×Mr) A-MIMO system, the channel gains can be arranged in a

channel matrix H defined as

H(∆) =



h11 h12 . . . h1,Mt

h21 h22 . . . h2,Mt

...
... hmr,mt

...

hMr,1 hMr,2 . . . hMr,Mt


. (26)

The correlation of the channel matrix depends on the transceiver parameters (i.e., Dt, lt, Dr

and lr) and the channel conditions (i.e., a, b and L). For example, increasing the inter-spacing

between LDs/PDs leads to a reduced spatial inter-channel interference, which reduces the channel

correlation. As well, increasing the channel length or seawater turbidity leads to an increase in

spatial inter-channel interference, which increases the channel correlation.

Due to displacement and orientation misalignments the received image is a truncated, shifted

and rotated version of the image at the transmitter focal plane. Additionally, absorption and

3The full FOV maximizes the channel gain, however it is not ideal in case of high background noise. In the presented work,

in order to reduce the effects of the background noise, an optical filter is implemented with the receiver lens.
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scattering due to seawater will result in an attenuated and blurred received image. For the

(
√
Mt×

√
Mt) LD array, using Eq. (24), the received image is a summation of Mt received PoA

distributions and noise n(ẋr, ẏr)

gr(ẋr, ẏr) =
Mt∑
mt=1

Pẋr,ẏr(ẋr, ẏr|θmt , φmt) + n(ẋr, ẏr). (27)

The noise term n(ẋr, ẏr) is the summation of the internal and external noises, denoted by

nin(ẋr, ẏr) and nex(ẋr, ẏr), respectively. The former includes thermal, shot and dark noises,

whereas the latter refers to the background noise [31]. For the background noise, we consider the

worst-case analysis proposed in [31, Eq. (9)], corresponding to a vertical link with unobstructed

sunlight from the zenith. Using Eq. (6), we have

nex(ẋr, ẏr) =
π l2r λ∆Es

4 exp (Kd Lh)
cos

arctan


√
ẋ2
r + ẏ2

r

fr

 , (28)

where, Es is the solar intensity and Lh is the depth of the receiver. The light diffusion coefficient,

Kd, is related to water type and the water turbidity W . As well, λ∆ is the optical bandwidth of

the passband receiver optical filter, centred at the wavelength of the LD. The use of an optical

filter is very effective in order to mitigate background noise especially when the orientation of

the receiver is upwards [31].

For simplicity, assume that the receiver noise is signal independent, and use an additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) model for n(ẋr, ẏr) [32].

IV. CHANNEL CAPACITY AND MISALIGNMENT MODELS

Considering the AWGN model, the (Mr× 1) vector y of the receiver photo-currents, is given

by:

y = < H(∆) x + n (29)

where, < is the PD responsitivity, x is the (Mt × 1) transmitted optical power vector and ∆ is

defined in Eq. (25). Also, n = [n1;n2; ...;nmr ; ...;nMr ] is the (Mr × 1) noise vector where the

noise element nmr is quantified as

nmr =
∫ xrp

xrn

∫ yrp

yrn

(nex(ẋr, ẏr) + nin(ẋr, ẏr)) dẏr dẋr, (30)
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e


Fig. 4. Buoyed-to-Fixed (B2F) communication model: Inclination and rotation angles (θin, φin, φro) due to waves of seawaters

(i.e. surface slop).

where the integration is taken over each PD as in Eq. (25). In the case where the channel state

information is not available at the transmitter (e.g., unknown seawater parameters), the total

transmitted average optical power Pt is divided equally among all LDs (i.e., Po = Pt/Mt). For

an imaging receiver with independent identical Gaussian noise elements with zero mean and

variance σ2
n (i.e., nmr ∼ N (0, σ2

n)), the link capacity in bits/channel-use is obtained as [33]

C(∆) =
1

2
log2

det

I +

(
< Po
σn

)2

H(∆) H(∆)T

 , (31)

where I is the identity matrix and (.)T denotes matrix transposition.

Equation (31) implicitly assumes DCO-OFDM (DC-biased optical orthogonal frequency divi-

sion multiplexing) signalling, which is a spectrally efficient technique to overcome the bandwidth

limitation of the optoelectronic components [34], [35]. In the following, the link capacity is

evaluated for B2F and M2F communication scenarios.
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A. B2F Communication Model

Figure 4 illustrates a typical B2F communication scenario where one transceiver is tied to

a buoyed node on the sea surface and the other one is fixed on the seabed. Such links are

commonly used in low depth seawaters, e.g., for high-speed communication with underwater

sensor networks [36]. Here, surface waves disrupt the orientation of the buoyed node, causing

random inclination and rotation angles. For simplicity, in this scenario it is assumed that the

changes in Xt, Yt and Zt are negligible, that is, we consider ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.

Cox et al. developed in [37] a model for seawater waves based on an isotropic Gaussian

distribution. According to this model, only θin and φin orientation misalignments are considered

and described by a joint PDF. Here, we extend the Cox model to include an independent and

uniform rotation misalignment of φro resulting in the following PDF,

pθin,φin,φro(θin, φin, φro) =
tan(θin) sec2(θin)

(2π)2σ2
in

× exp

(
−tan2(θin)

2σ2
in

)
,

(32)

where σ2
in is the variance of the slope of the sea surface (i.e., sea waves), which increases

linearly with wind speed U in m/sec through the relationship σ2
in = 0.003 + 0.00512 U for

0 m/sec ≤ U ≥ 16m/sec [37]. In order to simplify capacity calculations two scenarios are

considered separately, denoted by S1 and S2, assuming φin = 0 and φro = 0, respectively.

Using Eqs. (31) and (32), the average capacity of A-MIMO and C-MIMO links can be obtained

as

C(U) =
∫ 2π

0

∫ π/2

0
C(∆) pθin,φχ(θin, φχ) dθin dφχ , (33)

where φχ is equal to φro and φin for scenarios S1 and S2, respectively.

B. M2F Communication Model

Figure 5 illustrates a typical M2F communication scenario, where one of the transceivers is

fixed on an AUV and the other one on the seabed. Such M2F links are commonly used for

linking AUVs with an underwater sensor network located on the seabed, e.g., for underwater

mining or for monitoring gas/oil pipelines [38]. Here, sea currents can disrupt the alignment
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Fig. 5. M2F communication model showing off-axis transmission with displacement (∆x,∆y) and channel length variation

(∆z).

between the AUV and the fixed sensor node, causing the AUV to be displaced in the three axes

as shown in Fig. 5. For simplicity, in this scenario perfect angular orientation between the two

nodes is assumed, i.e., θin = φin = φro = 0.

Assume that the AUV oscillates around its centre-gravity in the three axes of Xt, Yt, and

Zt, and model the corresponding displacements ∆x,∆y, and ∆z by independently distributed

Gaussian random variables [39], i.e., {∆x,∆y} ∼ N (0, σ2
xy), and ∆z ∼ N (−Lo, σ2

z). Note that

σz and σxy are the standard deviations of the link distance variations and off-axis misalignments,

respectively.

In order to simplify capacity calculation, we consider two different scenarios, denoted by S3

and S4, where the S3 assumes a fixed channel length (i.e., ∆z = 0), and S4 assumes on-axis

transmission (i.e., ∆x = ∆y = 0).

In case of scenario S3, the average link capacity is calculated as
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C(σxy) =
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

C(∆)

2 π σ2
xy

exp

(
−(∆2

x + ∆2
y)

(2σ2
xy)

)
d∆x d∆y. (34)

Also, in case of scenario S4, the average link capacity is

C(σz) =
∫ ∞
−∞

C(∆)√
2 π σ2

z

exp

(
−(∆z + Lo)

2

(2σ2
z)

)
d∆z. (35)

Both B2F and M2F links considered here have ranges less than Lth in Eq. (9) to guarantee

high capacity communication unaffected by window truncation.

V. TRACKED ANGULAR MIMO (TA-MIMO) SYSTEMS

Given that link alignment between the transmitter and the receiver is a major challenge in

practice, in this section, a PLT solution for the A-MIMO technique is presented, termed tracked

A-MIMO (TA-MIMO). Leveraging the inherent geometric optics properties of A-MIMO systems,

this PLT solution utilizes a
(
Dr

√
Mr/δ ×Dr

√
Mr/δ

)
sub-pixel array to estimate rotation,

shifting, and truncation of the received image. In the following subsections, the estimation

of rotation, shifting and truncation of the received image are first introduced. Afterwards, the

capacity of TA-MIMO links is calculated for the given distribution of tracking residual errors

(TREs).

A. Image Rotation and Shifting

In the case of perfect beam alignment, the received image in an A-MIMO link is an inverted

and distorted version of the transmitted image due to receiver lens and channel impairments,

respectively. However, in the case of a misaligned link, the received image is additionally rotated

or shifted relative to φro or (θin, φin) angles. As shown in Fig. 4, a rotation in the optical axis

of the transmitter by φro leads to the rotation of the received image by the same value. Also, an

inclination of the transmitter by (θin, φin) causes in a shift in the centre of the received image

from the origin of the PD array (0, 0) to a new position (ẋsh, ẏsh). In the following, a classical

image registration algorithm [40], [41] is adopted to estimate the rotation and inclination angles

for the A-MIMO link.
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1) Rotation Angle: Assume that the transmitted image can be identified using pilot symbols,

where the receiver can distinguish between the spots of the different LDs without ambiguity.

Let go(ẋr, ẏr) be the received “reference” image under perfect alignment, and gr(ẋr, ẏr) denote

the received image at misaligned orientation. In the PLT scheme, the value of the rotation angle

can be estimated using phase correlation between go(ẋr, ẏr) and gr(ẋr, ẏr) in log-polar Fourier

transform domain. Thus, φro can be estimated regardless of the values of (θin, φin) which reduces

the TRE [40], [41].

To obtain the log-polar Fourier transform, the magnitude spectrum of go(ẋr, ẏr) and gr(ẋr, ẏr)

are obtained by using fast Fourier transform (FFT) to yield |Go(wx, wy)| and |Gr(wx, wy)|,

respectively. Then, the spectrum is converted to polar coordinates with log scale for the radius

to yield |Go(ρ, φ)| and |Gr(ρ, φ)|. Finally, the spectrum in log-polar domain, Gr(wρ, wφ) and

Go(wρ, wφ), are calculated from |Go(ρ, φ)| and |Gr(ρ, φ)| using FFT again. The estimate of rota-

tion angle is obtained by calculating the phase correlation between Gr(wρ, wφ) and Go(wρ, wφ)

as [42]

φ̂ro = arg max
φ

: F−1
{

Go(wρ, wφ) G∗r(wρ, wφ)

|Go(wρ, wφ)| |G∗r(wρ, wφ)|

}
, (36)

where, F−1 denotes inverse FFT. Equation (36) estimates φro with 180o ambiguity, that is, the

estimated rotation value is either φ̂ro or φ̂ro + π. Therefore, the phase correlation between the

reference image and the received one with rotations φ̂ro and φ̂ro + π should be compared; the

rotated image associated to the larger phase correlation will be the correct image [40]. The

resulting image from this step is named “compensated” image gc(ẋr, ẏr), which is used in the

next step.

2) Inclination Angles: After estimating and compensating the rotational misalignment, the

image shift due to inclination can be also estimated using cross correlation between the original

and compensated images as in [41]. As a result, (ẋsh, ẏsh) can be estimated as [42]

(ˆ̇xsh, ˆ̇ysh) = arg max
ẋr,ẏr

: F−1{Go(wx, wy) G
∗
c(wx, wy)}, (37)

where Go(wx, wy) and G∗c(wx, wy) are FFT and conjugate FFT in the Cartesian coordinates for

the original image and the compensated one, respectively. Geometrically, as illustrated in Fig.

4, the inclination angles can be calculated using estimated values (ˆ̇xsh, ˆ̇ysh) and Eq. (6) as
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θ̂in = arctan

(
r̂sh
fr

)
, r̂sh =

√
ˆ̇xsh

2
+ ˆ̇ysh

2
,

φ̂in =


arccos

(
ˆ̇xsh/r̂sh

)
, if ˆ̇ysh < 0 ,

arccos
(

ˆ̇xsh/r̂sh
)

+ π, if ˆ̇ysh ≥ 0 .

(38)

Using Eqs. (36)-(38), the orientation of the TA-MIMO link can be tracked and maintained.

B. Image Truncation

As discussed in Section II, in A-MIMO links the received image is not truncated as long as

L ≤ Lth. Under this condition, since the system magnification is fixed, the PLT scheme is not

able to estimate the channel length or off-axis deviation. However, when L > Lth, the received

image is truncated by a circle of area Aw at centre (ẋc, ẏc), which can be estimated (e.g., using

[43]) and used to infer the off-axis shift and distance between the transmitter and the receiver.

Given the estimated area for the received image, Âw, the channel length can be estimated as

[10]

L̂ = π × (fr (lr + lt))√
4/π Âw

, L̂ ≥ Lth . (39)

Using the estimated centre (ˆ̇xc, ˆ̇yc) and the channel length, the shift values in the transmitter

axes can be estimated by [44]

∆̂z = L̂− Lo, ∆̂x =
L̂ ˆ̇xc
fr

, ∆̂y =
L̂ ˆ̇yc
fr

. (40)

Using Eqs. (39) and (40), the on-axis alignment and the channel length of TA-MIMO link can

be tracked.

Figure 6 presents a flowchart summarizing the PLT scheme, which concurrently estimates

the orientation and the off-axis misalignments. In order to consider TREs, we define the vector

∆TRE as

∆TRE = [θe;φei ;φer ;xe; ye; ze],

θe = |θin − θ̂in|, φei = |φin − φ̂in|, φer = |φro − φ̂ro|,

xe = |∆x − ∆̂x|, ye = |∆y − ∆̂y|, ze = ∆z − ∆̂z.

(41)
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of the proposed PLT scheme for TA-MIMO systems.

one disadvantage of this approach is that the TREs will largely depend on the resolution of

the imaging receiver (i.e., the number of sub-PDs per PD array). In addition, small TREs in φro

and L may lead to relatively larger TREs in (θin, φin) and (∆x,∆y), respectively. These tradeoffs

are further investigated through numerical simulations in Section VI.

C. Capacity of TA-MIMO links

For the B2F communication model, the average capacity of TA-MIMO link is calculated as

C(U) =
∫ 2π

0

∫ π/2

0
C(∆TRE) pθe,φeχ (θe, φeχ) dθe dφeχ , (42)

where pθe,φeχ (θe, φeχ) is the joint PDF of TREs, and φeχ equals φer and φei for scenarios S1

and S2, respectively. Note that, pθe,φeχ (θe, φeχ) is calculated using Eqs. (27), (32) and (36)-(41).

The accuracy of pθe,φeχ (θe, φeχ) will be later verified via numerical simulations in Section VI.
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TABLE II

PARAMETERS OF A-MIMO AND TA-MIMO LINKS [16], [45]

Transmitter parameters

Diameter of the lens (lt) 0.1 m

Focal length of the lens (ft) 0.365 m

Magnification scale (MA) 1

No. of LDs (Mt) 49

Distance between the centres of the LDs (Dt) 5 mm

Average transmitted optical power of each LD (Po) 20.41 mW

LD wavelength (λ) 532 nm

Waist of Gaussian beam (wo) 0.075 mm

Divergence angle of Gaussian beam 2.25 mrad

Receiver parameters

Diameter of the lens (lr) 0.5 m

No. of PDs (Mr) 49

Distance between the centres of the PDs (Dr) 5 mm

Field of view of PD (θFoV ) 180o

Responsitivity of PD (<) 0.8 A/W

Receiver Gaussian noise variance (σ2
n) 10−6 A2

Resolution of the imaging receiver (δ) 0.49 mm

Area of the imaging receiver (i.e., PD array) {35× 35}mm2

Channel parameters Clear water Coastal water

Water absorption coefficient (a) 0.069 m−1 0.088 m−1

Water scattering coefficient (b) 0.08 m−1 0.216 m−1

Water extinction coefficient (c) 0.149 m−1 0.304 m−1

Average cosine of scattering (g) 0.919

Nominal channel length (Lo) 5 m

For the M2F communication model, the inherent advantages of the A-MIMO approach do not

require a tracking system when only displacement misalignments are present, as will be shown

in Section VI.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide numerical results for AoA, PoA and TRE distributions. Also, we

evaluate the capacity of a 49×49 link using A-MIMO, TA-MIMO and C-MIMO techniques for

B2F and M2F communication scenarios.

The main parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table II. Both clear and

coastal seawaters are considered with a nominal channel length of Lo = 5 m which is less than

the window truncation threshold of Lth = 6 m. This channel length is less than the associated
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mean path length 4 of the multiple scattering [46] in clear and coastal seawaters, which equals

13.5 and 6.6 m, respectively. Here, it is assumed that the parameters of the clear and coastal

seawaters (i.e., a, b and g) are fixed with the seawater depth (for instance, see [47]). To make a fair

comparison between A-MIMO, TA-MIMO, and C-MIMO systems, the same array parameters

(i.e., Mt, Dt, Mr, Dr, and lr) are used with identical LDs and PDs, as specified in Table II and

described in the next subsection.

A. A-MIMO and TA-MIMO Link Setup

Figure 7 shows the layout of the considered A-MIMO and TA-MIMO transmitters. A 7 × 7

LD array with inter spacing of 5 mm is considered, with diameter and focal length of transmitter

lens set to lt = 0.10 m and ft = 0.365 m, respectively. The transmitted power from each LD

is Po = 20.41 mW, giving a total transmit power 5 of Pt = 1 W. Each LD is considered to

have a Gaussian beam profile with small beam waist and beam width to satisfy the assumptions

of Section III (i.e., wo � Dt and w � lt). The launching polar and azimuthal angles are

associated to the position of LDs, as shown in the figure. On the receiver side, a 7× 7 PD array

is considered with inter spacing of 5 mm, with the receiver lens of diameter lr = 0.5 m and focal

length fr = 0.365 m. Not that, although a receiver lens with diameter 0.5 m is relatively large,

it is chosen here to illustrate the potential capacity increases with underwater optical MIMO

systems corrupted by severe misalignment conditions 6. For relatively less severe misalignment

conditions, as considered in [13], [15], a smaller receiver lens can be used. For the case of

TA-MIMO, the PD array is oversampled with the resolution δ = 0.49 mm which means that a

71× 71 sub-pixel array is considered for the tracking purposes.

4The mean path length is obtained by averaging µ using the PDF in Eq. (11), and it is equal to 1/c and 2/c for the single

and multiple scattering, respectively.
5Though eye-safety is not explicitly considered here or in the related literature, it is an important feature of any wireless

optical system. In the atmospheric wireless optical communications, eye-safety limits are well specified and depend strongly on

wavelength and beam shape [48]. In practice, in underwater systems, large scattering, absorption and beam divergence would

likely provide a more relaxed optical power limit at typical operating ranges.
6(e.g., off-axis up to 0.3 meter and wind speed up to 6 meter/second, resulting in polar inclination angle up to 10o in the

following)
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Fig. 7. Space-to-angle mapping (θ̇mt ,φ̇mt ) for a 7× 7 LD array of the A-MIMO and TA-MIMO transmitters.
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Fig. 8. Polar AoA distributions (obtained using Eq. (20)) in coastal seawaters with three settings for the transmitted polar angle

(θmt) and link length (L).

B. Results of Polar and Azimuthal AoA Distributions

Figures 8-10 illustrate the polar and azimuthal AoA distributions in W/rad for the A-MIMO

and TA-MIMO links. The LOS component in the figure is not superimposed with single scattering

component to show its absolute intensity. The results are obtained analytically ( using Eqs. (20)-

(23)) and verified through MCNRT simulations (Eqs. (11)-(13)) with the number of samples

equal to Ns = 106. Figure 8 shows polar AoA distributions calculated using Eq. (20) for the

case of coastal seawaters with three settings of; (i) θmt = 1o, L = 5 m (ii) θmt = 3o, L = 5 m
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Fig. 9. Polar AoA distributions with θmt = 0o (obtained using Eq. (21)) in clear and coastal seawaters and for link lengths

L = {5, 10}m.
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Fig. 10. Azimuthal AoA distributions (obtained by Eq. (22)) in coastal seawaters at nominal channel length of 5 m with three

settings for polar and azimuthal transmitted angles.

and (iii) θmt = 1o, L = 6 m. In these settings, the amplitude of the LOS component, as well

as peak and dispersion of the distributions decrease with increase in the launching angle and

the channel length. Numerically, the amplitude of LOS components are equal to 0.23, 0.23, and

0.18 W/rad, and the PDF peaks are equal to 0.77, 0.52, and 0.65 W/rad for settings (i), (ii),

and (iii), respectively. Figure 9 shows polar AoA distributions at zero polar launching angle

(θmt = 0) calculated using Eq. (21) for clear and coastal seawaters with channel lengths L = 5

and 10 m. The effect of seawater type on the LOS component, and peak and dispersion of the

distribution can be observed. As expected, the power of the LOS component is larger in clear
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Fig. 11. PoA distributions (obtained from Eq. (24) with θ̇mt = 0) in coastal seawaters at nominal channel length of 5 m with

four misalignment conditions (a)-(d).

seawaters, as compared to coastal seawaters. Furthermore, the peak and the dispersion of the

distribution are smaller for the case of clear seawaters. Numerically, the amplitude of the LOS

components equal 0.47 and 0.21 W/rad, and the peaks equal 0.63 and 0.78 W/rad, for clear

and coastal seawaters, respectively, at the nominal channel length of L = 5 m.

Figure 10 shows the azimuthal AoA distributions, calculated using Eq. (22) for coastal sea-

waters with the nominal channel length of 5 m and for three settings of: (i) θmt = 0o, (ii)

θmt = 3o, φmt = 0o, and (iii) θmt = 3o, φmt = 180o. For setting (i), the received distribution is

uniform with the value 12 × 10−3 W/rad, while the approximate expression of Eq. (23) gives

9× 10−3 W/rad. For settings (ii) and (iii), the corresponding LOS and scattering components

are equal due to the symmetry of the transmitter, with peaks around 7 × 10−3 W/rad. Note

that, the distributions of settings (ii) and (iii) are relatively lower compared with setting (i),

which due to a higher geometric loss for the latter. Lastly, we notice from Figs. 8-10 that a good

agreement between analytical and MCNRT simulation-based results.

C. PoA and TRE Distributions

Figures 11, 12 and 13 illustrate the PoA distribution, the TRE, and the TRE distribution for

the TA-MIMO link, respectively. Also, the main results of these figures are summarized in Table

III.

The PoA distributions in Figure 11 are obtained by using Eq. (24) for the central LD (θ̇mt =

0) in coastal seawaters with the nominal channel length. Four conditions are considered: (a)

Perfect alignment (∆ = [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0]), (b) Polar angle misalignment (∆ = [1o; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0]),
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Fig. 12. Instance TRE of the polar inclination angle (θe, obtained by Eq. (41)) in coastal seawaters with four scenarios for lr ,

δ and L.

Fig. 13. Joint probability distributions of TRE (pθe,φer
(θe, φer )) for B2F-S1 scenario at two wind speeds: (a) U = 2 m/sec

and (b) U = 4 m/sec.

(c) Azimuthal angle misalignment (∆ = [1o; 180o; 0; 0; 0; 0]), and (d) Off-axis misalignment

(∆ = [0; 0; 0; 50 mm; 50 mm; 0]), corresponding to sub-figures (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively.

Notice that the received image is shifted as a result of polar and azimuthal misalignment, as

given in Eq. (38). In case of the off-axis misalignment, the received image endures minimal

changes as a consequence of space-to-angle mapping. Note that, the small difference between

the cases of (a) and (d) is mainly due to slight difference between the scattering and geometric

loss conditions for these cases.
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TABLE III

MARGINAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF TRE FOR B2F-S1 SCENARIO AT THREE WIND SPEEDS

Parameters of pθe(θe) and pφer
(φer )

Wind speed (U) in m/sec

2 4 6

Mean of θe 0.08o 0.12o 0.34o

Mode of θe 0.03o 0.03o 0.1o

Standard deviation of θe 0.23o 0.25o 1.05o

Standard error in mean of θe ±0.0045o ±0.0049o ±0.0207o

Mean of φer 4o 6.75o 10.04o

Mode of φer 1o 2o 2o

Standard deviation of φer 10.23o 12.32o 13.5o

Standard error in mean of φer ±0.202o ±0.2434o ±0.266o

Figure 12 shows the TRE θe at a given inclination misalignment angle θin in coastal seawaters.

The results are obtained by using Eq. (41) with ∆ = [θin; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0]. As shown, four scenarios

are considered; (i) lr = 0.5 m, δ = 0.49 mm, L = 5 m, (ii) lr = 0.5 m, δ = 1 mm, L = 5 m,

(iii) lr = 0.4 m, δ = 0.49 mm, L = 5 m, and (iv) lr = 0.5 m, δ = 0.49 mm, L = 7 m. Scenario

(i) has the largest lens size, the best resolution (i.e., the lowest value for δ), and the smallest

channel length. Thus, this scenario achieves the best performance, i.e., the lowest TRE, among

all other scenarios, as can be seen in the figure. The impact of receiver aperture size is apparent

by comparing scenarios (i) and (iii). Notice that the larger lr is, the greater is the range of

inclinations θin that can be estimated since aperture truncation is relaxed as it can be seen

from Eq. (9). Figure 13 and Table III show respectively the joint and marginal PDFs of TRE for

scenario S1 of the B2F model. The distributions are computed using MCNRT method (Eqs. (27),

(32) and (36)-(41)) under the assumption ∆ = [θin; 0;φro; 0; 0; 0] with the number of samples of

Ns = 16000. The uncertainty due to the relatively small Ns is bounded in Table III with upper

and lower 99% confidence intervals [49].

In Fig. 13, the joint PDFs of TRE are evaluated at two wind speeds of U = 2 and 4 m/sec. As

shown, pθe,φer (θe, φer) approaches 2-D negative exponential PDF, where, reasonably, the mean

and variance at U = 4 m/sec are higher than those at U = 2 m/sec. To better see the impact of

the wind speed on TRE, Table III presents means, modes, (i.e., peaks) and standard deviations

of pθe(θe) and pφer (φer) distributions for three wind speeds of U = {2, 4, 6}m/sec. Notice that

these parameters increase with U . For example, there is a factor of 4 difference between these

values for U = 6 m/sec and U = 2 m/sec. Also, the mean and mode parameters of pφer (φer) at
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Fig. 14. Average capacity versus wind speed for scenario of B2F-S1 in clear and coastal seawaters with the nominal channel

length of 5 m.
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Fig. 15. Average capacity versus wind speed for scenario of B2F-S2 in clear and coastal seawaters with the nominal channel

length (i.e. L = Lo).

U = 6 m/sec are almost twice those at U = 2 m/sec.

D. Link Capacity for B2F and M2F Models

Figures 14-17 show the link capacity of 49× 49 A-MIMO, TA-MIMO and C-MIMO systems

for B2F and M2F communication models. The capacity is calculated using Eqs. (33)-(35) and

(42), which are approximated through numerical integration. Errors between the actual and

approximate values are bounded according to upper and lower Riemann sum theory [50], as

shown by error bars in the figures. Under perfect alignment conditions, i.e., ∆ = [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0],
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Fig. 16. Average capacity versus off-axis misalignment standard deviation for scenario M2F-S3 in clear and coastal seawaters

with the nominal channel length of 5 m.

all links achieve roughly the same capacity of 290 and 185 bits/channel-use in clear and coastal

seawaters, respectively.

For the B2F communication model, Figs. 14 and 15 show the capacity performance versus the

wind speed (U = [0, 6] m/sec) in scenarios S1 and S2, respectively. As shown, the capacity is

degraded with increase in the wind speed, causing more orientation misalignments. As expected,

the TA-MIMO system gives the best performance, whereas the lowest capacity is achieved

for the A-MIMO system. In fact, for A-MIMO and C-MIMO links, the performance degrades

faster with wind speed in the case of scenario S2, compared with S1. For the TA-MIMO link,

the performance is nearly unchanged in the case of scenario S2 relative to S1. This may be

interpreted by the fact that a small TRE φer leads to a relatively large TRE θe, as mentioned

in Section V. For instance, from Fig. 14, TA-MIMO, C-MIMO, and A-MIMO systems achieve

capacity values of 263±13, 230±5 and 185±13 bits/channel-use, respectively, at U = 3 m/sec

in clear seawaters. In coastal seawaters, these capacity values decrease to 175± 7, 150± 5 and

113±10 bits/channel-use, respectively. Also, from Fig. 15, TA-MIMO, C-MIMO, and A-MIMO

systems achieve capacity values of 285±5, 213±5 and 163±12 bits/channel-use, respectively, at

U = 3 m/sec in clear seawaters. For coastal seawaters, these capacity values decrease to 180±5,

137± 5 and 110± 12 bits/channel-use, respectively.
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Fig. 17. Average capacity versus channel length standard deviation for scenario of M2F-S4 in clear and coastal seawaters (with

mean channel length Lo)

For the M2F communication model 7, Figs. 16 and 17 compare the capacity of A-MIMO and

C-MIMO systems for scenarios S3 and S4, respectively. Figure 16 shows the capacity versus

standard deviation of the off-axis misalignment,σxy. Notice that at σxy = 75 mm, the A-MIMO

system achieves capacity values 237 ± 25 and 150 ± 7 bits/channel-use in clear and coastal

seawaters, respectively, whereas the corresponding C-MIMO capacity values are much lower,

i.e., 14 ± 12.5 and 10 ± 9 bits/channel-use. As well, at off-axis misalignment of 300 mm, the

A-MIMO system achieves capacity values 55 ± 12.5 and 80 ± 12.5 bits/channel-use in clear

and coastal seawaters, respectively, whereas the corresponding C-MIMO capacity values are

1 ± .5 bit/channel-use. Note additionally that the capacity decrease for A-MIMO link is due

to the increased geometric loss and not due to the off-axis misalignment. These results clearly

show that A-MIMO outperforms C-MIMO due to its inherent angle-to-space mapping. Figure

17 shows the capacity performance versus standard deviation of the channel length σz. The

capacity performance is almost fixed for σz ≤ 225 mm. However, there is a drop of nearly 13

bits/channel-use at σz = 300 mm with respect to the fixed channel length case, i.e., σz = 0.

In short range applications, as considered here, the performances of A-MIMO and C-MIMO

links are roughly the same in the case of perfect on-axis alignment (i.e., σxy = 0). However, the

A-MIMO system slightly outperforms C-MIMO, as shown in the enlarged plots. Lastly, note that

7Note that, no numerical results are presented for TA-MIMO in cases of the M2F scenarios, where Lo < Lth and no

misalignment parameter can be inferred at that length as shown in Fig. 6.
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here we considered scenarios S3 and S4 in order to show the impact of off-axis misalignment and

channel length variations independently. However, in a realistic scenario, a M2F system will be

displaced in the three axes (i.e. off-axis and length variation) concurrently. The link performance

in this realistic scenario can be inferred from the results of Figs. 16 and 17 together.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, A-MIMO technique was proposed for short-range high-speed underwater appli-

cations, which is more robust against axes-displacement in contrast to C-MIMO technique. The

architecture of A-MIMO results in a simple PLT scheme to yield the TA-MIMO system, which

estimates the link misalignment. Additionally, a comprehensive link modelling was presented

for A-MIMO and TA-MIMO, which is quite useful for the system design.

The presented numerical results demonstrated that C-MIMO generally outperform A-MIMO

in the case where angular misalignment dominate, such as those prevalent in the B2F scenario.

However, by using the angular information present, the TA-MIMO system can improve over C-

MIMO to give high channel capacities. The A-MIMO system, however, greatly outperforms C-

MIMO when off-axis misalignment dominate (e.g., in the M2F scenario). By sending information

in angular domain, the A-MIMO system is robust against off-axis shifts, and the corresponding

capacity remains relatively insensitive to small variations in the channel length.

In realistic scenarios, where both angular and off-axis displacements are present, the choice

between A-MIMO and C-MIMO systems depends on the link misalignment conditions. For

instance, if the link displacement dominates the misalignment, A-MIMO was shown here to be

a good approach to achieve a higher capacity performance. In addition, TA-MIMO is a good

choice when both angular misalignment and off-axis displacements are present, so long as the

added complexity is tolerable.

The challenges of the implementation of A-MIMO/TA-MIMO systems include the transceiver

size, which must be carefully chosen depending on the communication range and the link

misalignment. The TA-MIMO system requires a high-resolution PD array, which is associated

with the accuracy of the estimation for the relative misalignment between the ends of the

link. Lastly, like C-MIMO systems, A-MIMO/TA-MIMO systems are not appropriate solutions

in severe scattering channels (i.e., high turbidity seawaters) due to the incurred inter-channel

interference.
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APPENDIX A

PROOFS OF EQUATIONS (19), (21) AND (23)

A. Proof of Equation (19)

Assuming that the beam spot on the transmitter lens is relatively small (w � lt), the mth
t

LD can be well approximated as a single-ray source. According to this assumption, the double

integration over (xt, yt) in Eq. (18), i.e.,
∫
xt

∫
yt
Imt(xt, yt) dyt dxt, is reduced to the transmitted

optical power Po.

Moreover, the integration over µ0 in Eq. (18) can be solved for the central LD (xt = 0, yt = 0)

with on-axis alignment assumption (∆x = 0,∆y = 0) as follows. The geometric loss function

Gmt (xsr, y
s
r) depends on µ0 as indicated in Eqs. (14), (16) and (17). Thus, the inequality in Eq.

(14) can be rewritten in terms of µ0 using Eqs. (16) and (17) assuming: xt = yt = ∆x = ∆y = 0.

The solution of µ0 lies in the range µs1 ≤ µ0 ≤ µs2 , where µs1 and µs2 are given as

{µs1(θr, φr), µs2(θr, φr)} =

f3(θr, φr)

2 f4(θr, φr)
±

√√√√[ f3(θr, φr)
2

4 f4(θr, φr)2
− L2 tan(θr)

2 − l2r/4
f4(θr, φr)

]
,

(43)

where functions f3(θr, φr) and f4(θr, φr) are defined as

f3(θr, φr) = 2L [sin(φmt) sin(φr) + cos(φmt) cos(φr)]

× tan(θr) sin(θmt)− 2L tan(θ2
r) cos(θmt),

f4(θr, φr) = sin(θmt)
2 + tan(θr)

2 cos(θmt)
2 − 2 tan(θr)

× cos(φr − φmt) sin(φmt) cos(φmt).

(44)

The common range between the limits of the integration over µo, i.e., 0 ≤ µ0 ≤ L/ cos(θt),

and µs1 ≤ µ0 ≤ µs2 can be defined by two optimization functions as follows:

f1(θr, φr) = max{0, µs1(θr, φr)},

f2(θr, φr) = min

{
L

cos(θt)
, µs2(θr, φr)

}
.

(45)
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Therefore, integrating the first term of Eq. (18) over f1(θr, φr) ≤ µ0 ≤ f2(θr, φr) yields a

closed-form AoA distribution for the central LD with on-axis alignment as shown in Eq. (19).

B. Proof of Equation (21)

Equation (20) can be rewritten in a simpler form with zero launching angle, i.e., θmt = 0.

By substituting θmt = 0 in Eq. (43), the solutions of the inequality and the scattering angle are

obtained as

{µs1(θr), µs2(θr)} =

[−(L+ lr cot(θr)/4), (lr cot(θr)/4− L)] ,

θs = θr.

(46)

Thus, the integration over φr in Eq. (20) can be computed analytically as shown in Eq. (21).

C. Proof of Equation (23)

In case of the central LD (xt = 0, yt = 0) at on-axis transmission (∆x = 0, ∆y = 0) and zero

launching angle (θmt = 0), the azimuthal AoA distribution is uniform as shown in Fig. 10, and

is computed as

Pφr(φr|θmt = 0) =
Pr
2π

, (47)

where Pr is the total received power on the receiver lens which is obtained by integrating Eq.

(21) over θr using the following integral forms [51]

∫
exp

[
−a x2

]
dx =

√
π

4 a
erf

(√
a x
)
,∫

xm exp [−β xn]dx =
1

(nβγ)
Γ (γ, n βxn),

(48)

where γ = (m + 1)/n and {β, n} 6= 0. The ingratiation in Eq. (48) is calculated using the

following approximations

[
sin(θr) (sec(θr)− 1)−1

(2 + 2 g2 − 4 g cos(θr))3/2

]
≈
[
156.3 θ−1.519

r − 1802
]
,

sec(θr) ≈
[
θ2
r/2 + 1

]
.

(49)
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The first approximation in Eq. (49) is done at g = 0.91 by using curve fitting tool (i.e. cftool

tool box) in Matlab [18]. The second one is done by using Taylor series expansion. So, the

approximated closed-form is given in Eq. (23).
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